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Disclaimer

The installation instructions contained herein are given to the best of our knowledge. It is the installer’s obligation to check for any defects before any products are installed, claims will not be warranted for 
any visual defects after installation. A1 Rubber™ will not warrant any claim due to any actions whatsoever of the installer. In practice, the difference in materials, substrates and actual site conditions are 
such that no warranty in respect of merchantability or of fitness for a particular purpose, nor any liability arising out of any legal relationship whatsoever, can be inferred either from this information, or from 
any written recommendations, or from any other advice offered. Therefore professional construction advice should be sought in areas that are not covered in this installation guide. A1 Rubber™ reserves 
the right to change the properties of its products. Application, use and interpretation of these instructions are beyond our control and thus full installation responsibility falls exclusively with the installer.
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Introduction

Plātiles® are the most cost effective, easy to install Rubber Safety Surface on the market today.

The mechanical assembly and consistency of this factory pre-fabricated rubber system offers guaranteed 
thickness’ and therefore guaranteed performance.

Plātiles® have been installed from Domestic applications to Childcare centres, Schools and Museums across 
Australia.

This booklet provides step by step instructions for the installation of the Plātile® System.

Careful Consideration

Prior to ordering and installation of an Plātile® Surface, careful consideration needs to be given to the following:
1. Make sure of your critical fall height requirements and choose the AeroShockpad and Plātile® thickness’ 

correctly. (Phone A1 Rubber™ for more details).
2. Double check the area size to ensure the correct amount of tiles are ordered. (For areas that will require 

cutting around curves and corners, order an extra 5% for potential wastage).
3. Plātiles® are available in a range of colours. Choose the correct colour quantities to suit your desired pattern 

or configuration.
4. If installing Plātiles® on compacted sub-base, an Aero Shockpad underlay must be installed first. Plātiles® 

that do not require an Aero Shockpad for CFH compliance must be installed on a concrete sub-base.
5. All Plātile® surfaces must be either fully adhered to the shockpad underlay or to the concrete if no shockpad 

is used.
6. The Plātile® system must not be installed on an asphalt sub-base, as the adhesives will not adhere long 

term.

A1 Rubber™ installation assistance does not end with this Instruction Book. We are available by phone on 
07 3287 9022 from 7.30am to 5.00pm Monday to Friday.

Thank you for choosing A1 Rubber™’s Plātiles® for your surfacing requirements. 

Step 1
Ensure Products are Properly Stored

Adhesive Storage 
a. Store all polyurethane adhesives in a dry storage area. 

Storage life is approximately 9 months.
b. Keep away from heat source, sparks or open flame.  

Adhesives supplied by A1 Rubber™ are not flammable, but 
appropriate precautions should be taken.

Plātile® and Shockpad Storage
Rubber tiles can be stored in any location for any length of 
time. However, when being installed the products should be 
dry. 1. Store products in a dry area before installation
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Step 2
Assemble Tools and Consumables Needed

Essential Installation Tools 
a. Carpenter’s square 600mm and a 1 metre steel 

ruler – Use as a guide for marking and cutting.

b. Heavy duty knife & replacement blades – Stanley 
snap-off or equivalent. (Best quality, gets best 
results).

c. Chalk line.

d. Measuring tape – Metric measurement units, as 
tiles are made to metric measurement standards.

e. Felt tip marker or paint tip marker–To mark tiles 
for cutting.

f. Single barrel sausage dispensing gun for 600ml 
Tubes – To dispense adhesive.

g. Knife or similar with rounded tip – To smooth 
out adhesive where tiles contact poles and 
surrounding walls/borders.

Optional Tools 
a. Knee pads.

b. Jig saw - Preferably with rubber cutting blade (no 
teeth).

c. Rubber mallet.

d. Circular saw - For volume shockpad cutting 
around edges.

2. Assemble and inspect required installation tools. 

Consumables 
a. Gloves and disposable rags.

b. Duct or masking tape - To protect adjacent 
surfaces during adhesive application.

c. Thinners - To remove adhesive spots or spills.

d. Stanley knife blades or equiavalent.

Step 3
Survey the Site

Sub-Surface Drainage
For exterior Plātile® installations it is important that 
the sub-surface drains properly due to the porous 
nature of Plātile® System.

a. Naturally Draining Sub-Surface
If the installation site is elevated (higher than 
adjacent grades) with natural drainage, and does not 
currently collect water, then additional sub-surface 
storm water management systems will, more than 
likely, not be necessary. The surface water will pass 
through the Plātile®. It will then drain across the top 
of the sub-surface.

b. Non-Draining, Sub-Surface
If the installation area is lower than the adjacent 
grades and/or tends to collect water, then a sub-
surface water management system must be 
installed. 

If the sub-surface is solid (ie. concrete) and water 
collects (deeper than 3mm) on the surface areas 
where the tiles are to be laid, these areas must be 
filled with patch materials such as a fast setting, 
one component, polymer modified, cement based, 
self-levelling pre-mix mortar (see surface preparation 
section).

If the solid sub-surface is surrounding a pool or any 
other high water/moisture producing source, it is 
important that the sub-surface be sloped a minimum 
of 2% toward the water collection drains.

In areas where little or no moisture is expected to 
come in contact with the Plātile® surface (interior, 
non-pool areas), sub surface drainage is not 
necessary.
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Check that the surrounding area adjacent to the 
installation area has adequet fall or sub-surface 
drainage. The site owner should be advised if the 
surrounding area has drainage problems as this 
could affect the sub-base planarity (subsidence) of 
the installation over time.

Orientation
Although the final orientation of the installed surface 
may not be a matter of choice, some consideration 
should be given to the following:

a. Direct Sunlight
Plātile® is made from recycled rubber. Rubber 
absorbs heat from infrared light (i.e. surface heat is 
from exposure to direct sunlight, not from exposure 
to atmospheric temperature). Therefore, if the 
surface area is exposed to direct sunlight, design 
considerations could include shade sails.

Plātile®, in direct sunlight exposure, typically will 
have an average surface temperature that is high. 
On a bright sunny day, with exposure the surface 
temperature of the tiles could be as high as 55°C. 
If the Plātile® surface is to be installed in an area 
where there will be continual and direct exposure to 
both sunlight and high atmospheric temperatures 
an AeroCool surface coating with UV deflection 
capabilities is available from A1 Rubber™.

On shaded areas that receive partial shading the 
surface will be close to the same temperature as the 
atmosphere.

b. Continually Shaded or Damp Areas
Installation sites with complete, 100% continual 
shade may remain continually damp. If warm 
temperatures are added to these areas the tiles may 
be subject to mildew and/or mould growth.

The single component, 100% solid, polyurethane 
binder used in the formulation of Plātile® contains 
mildewcides that retard mildew growth. However, 
in continually shaded areas, tiles should be 
steam cleaned (or power washed) regularly (see 
maintenance section) using any form of industrial 
carpet cleaners without solvents with disinfectants. 

Step 4
Water Collection System

The following information is provided as a guideline 
for the preparation of substrates that do not already 
have a properly prepared base.

Install Water Collection System
(If necessary. See Sub-Surface Drainage in Step 3)
Carefully survey the site for drainage. Inspect the 
area after a rainstorm, or test with local water 
supply. If this test results in the necessity of installing 
a drainage collection system, then complete the 
following steps:

a. Excavate trenches to contain perforated 
agricultural pipe. Top of Agi pipe should be level 
with bottom of intended granular base.

b. Install perforated Agi pipe with correct slope and 

3. Survey Site to assess drainage capabilities and/or 
requirements

 4. Install water collection system.
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connect ends.
c. Back fill trenches with 19mm clear, crushed 

stone. This 19mm stone should wrap the 
drainage pipe to a diameter of approximately 
300mm.

d. Tie drainage system into existing storm sewer 
or ditch. Restore finished surfaces over trenched 
areas with appropriate ground cover (grass etc.).

A properly designed and installed water collection 
system is often overlooked during Plātile® planning 
stages because in many cases a planner fails to give 
consideration to the porous nature of the finished 
Plātile® surface. 

NOTE: Due to Plātile® porosity, it is critical that a 
proper sub-surface drainage system be planned 
and implemented or the Plātile® surface may not 
stay level and ultimately may become damaged 
due to hydraulic pressure or sub-base subsidence.

Step 5
Prepare Substrate (If Necessary)

5. Mark out perimeter of the safety surface area with 
either the prefabricated rubber edge or a fluorescent 
paint.

6. Excavate and remove soil / grass encroaching 
into the surface area.

7. Level and pack base soil. Add packing crusher 
dust in 50mm layers. Depth required depends upon 

base soil density. Typical requirements are from 
50mm to 100mm thick. (75mm is average.)

8. Pack crusher dust with vibrating packer.
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9. Enhance crusher dust packaging by applying 
water to the surface.

10. Ensure the planarity of the surface is smooth 
and flowing. Ensure the depth from concrete paths 
etc. to the prepared substrate is the same as the 
thickness of the rubber system.

and water backs up under the tiles, the hydraulic 
pressure could also result in a damaged installation. 
To test slope and drainage, flood the area with 
water.

Inspect the Sub-Surface
Ensure that you inspect the sub-surface for proper 
planarity. Proper planarity will assist in making the 
final Plātile® surface smooth and neat in appearance.

Sub-base preparation can be completed under 
separate contract to the Plātile® installation. When 
the sub-base is completed by another contractor/
installer, it is frequently not smooth enough for an 
immediate installation of Plātile® because:

a. In a case where the sub-base is compacted 
crusher dust, the sub-base installation contractor 
may have left the site smooth and well-packed, 
but it may have become disturbed prior to the 
arrival of the Plātile® installation crew.

b. The sub-base installation contractor may not 
have taken enough care to get the sub-base 
surface to the specified planarity.

c. The sub-base installation contractor may not 
have taken enough care to get the sub-base 
depth at the edges to match the depth of the 
rubber system.

11. Test planarity of substrate.

Step 6
Test / Inspect Sub-base

Test the Newly Installed Sub-Base
Test for proper slope on the sub-base. It is important 
to ensure that it will be properly draining.

During heavy rains water will remain on surfaces with 
slopes that are less than 2% due to the absorption 
of moisture into the tile stanchions. In addition, water 
can collect on the sub-base if the planarity of the 
surface is not falling or smooth. If/when significant 
water volumes cannot escape from the sub-surface 
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Repair Variations
All variations in planarity that are greater than plus /
minus 6mm over 3m (in any direction) should be 
repaired.

a. Add crusher dust to the depressed areas and 
remove crusher dust from high areas.

b. Patch solid sub-surfaces with a fast setting, one 
component, polymer modified, cement based, 
pre-mix mortar. 

Inspect Concrete Finish
Ensure there are no cracks and / or loose material. 
Concrete should be broomed clean prior to   

installation. Ensure that there are no significant 
cracks and that the area is generally level.

Step 7
Adjust / Prepare Concrete Substrates  
(If Necessary)

A properly prepared concrete surface is the ideal 
sub-base for the Plātile®.

If no adhesive is to be used between the sub-base 
and the base of the tiles (the normal installation 
procedure on Plātile® is to use tile to tile adhesion 
only), then the following sub-base preparatory steps 
are only essential at the edges of the installation.

a. Confirm that the Concrete has Fully Aged/
Cured
If/when the tiles are to be adhered to the concrete 
sub-base, it is important to ensure that it has cured/
aged sufficiently. Curing time can vary by region, 
temperature and atmospheric moisture (relative 
humidity) but it is normally a minimum of 28 days for 
concrete.

b. Ensure Concrete Surfaces are dry
If/when the tiles are to be adhered to the concrete 
substrate, it is important to remember that the 
single biggest reason for adhesive failure is excess 
moisture at the time of installation. If the concrete 
base is wet and/or the tiles are wet, they must be 
allowed to completely dry before installation begins. 
A simple “layman’s” moisture test would be to leave 
a plastic sheet lying over the surface for 2 hours. If 
moisture is visible on the back of this sheet when it 
is lifted up and inspected, the floor is still curing or 
there is too much moisture from other sources.

c. Mechanically Sand/Scarify Loose Particles
Paint, plasterboard compound and/or any other 
loosely bonded particles should be removed by 
sanding and/or scraping.

d. Acid Etch to Enhance Cleaning
Etching the concrete increases the adhesion by 
opening the surface pores of the concrete. Mix 
25% acid by volume to water (1part Acid to 3 parts 

12. Clean and pack edges along retaining borders.

13. Remove any other obstructions preventing 
complete and urestricted tile installation. This 
includes the removal of debris from a surface that 
may have been just removed.
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water). Wash the entire area with this solution. A light 
broom scrub will be sufficient. This will also assist in 
removing any spills of diesel and/or oil spills/stains, 
which is likely, spilled from the concrete finishing 
equipment. After the complete area has been acid 
etched, carefully rinse the entire surface and allow 
adequate time for the concrete to dry completely.

e. Power Wash Older Concrete Substrates
Power washing is recommended for all older 
concrete substrates. The importance of a clean 
surface is often proportionate to the age of the 
concrete. If the concrete base is new, it will 
likely be sufficiently clean to eliminate the need 
to power wash. However, if recent construction 
was completed at or near the new concrete, a 
careful removal of all construction dust and other 
construction contaminants (plasterboard compound 
etc.) is essential.

Preparation of Wooden Sub-Surface:

a. Wood Surface Types-Plywood or Planks
Wooden surfaces can either be solid plywood or 
deck planking (provided the spaces between planks 
do not exceed 6mm). Press-wood, chipboard, flake-
board and most particleboard are not acceptable 
wooden substrates.

b. Secure Loose Pieces

Secure any loose pieces. Countersink protruding 
nail heads. Replace any damaged or rotting wood. 
Like all other sub surfaces; make sure the surface 
is clean and dry prior to adhesive installation (see 
above). Sand and scrape loose paint.

c. Caution: Wooden Sub-Surfaces
A wooden subsurface will experience more rapid 
deterioration after the rubber surface installation 
is completed. Since the wooden surfaces will 
collect moisture (due to the porosity of the tile) it is 
reasonable/expected that more rapid deterioration 
than normal of the wooden sub-surfaces will occur. 
Concrete fibreboard are ideal laminates for traditional 
“wooden” sub-surfaces.

Step 8
Confirm / Assess Site Size and Layout

Confirm Adequate Materials to Complete the 
Installation
It is important to have enough products to complete 
the entire installation in a single installation session 
for the following reasons:

a. To Reduce Effect of Colour Change
Plātiles® like new wood, concrete, asphalt or any 
painted surface will change colour, over time, with 
exposure to UV.

This change is not significantly noticeable when all 
of the installed tiles change colour equally. However, 
like installing a new piece of wood beside an older 
one, there will be a noticeable difference in the 
tone of the colour. Tiles installed after several UV 
exposure days will be visibly different than any newer 
tiles.

b. For Installation Conditions & Efficiency.
Installing all tiles at one setting ensures similarity in 
installation conditions and efficiency.

NOTE: The closer you can place the shockpads 
and Plātile® Tiles to the job site the faster and 
easier the installation will be.

Check Walls and Edges
Check any adjacent walls or retainer edges to 
ensure that they are square.

Assume (plan for) the adjacent walls and support 
structures to be out of square. In the event the non-
square walls result in very thin cutting-strips at the 
edge of the layout, move entire layout in a direction 
that allows the cut edge pieces to be a minimum 
(cosmetically and/or structurally) acceptable size.
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Step 9
Base AeroShockpad Installation

*IF SHOCKPADS ARE NOT REQUIRED, 
PROCEED TO STEP 13

 
Determine Starting Position
The base AeroShockpads should be laid in a 
direction that allows the top surface to be installed 
in the desired direction without joins between layers 
meeting.

To determine the most advantageous position of 
the first continuous row of tiles, include all of the 
following considerations:

a. Ensure that the cut edges around the entire 
perimeter of the installation will be approximately 
equal in size.

b. The first-continuous-row of tiles should be placed 
in the area that requires the least cutting around 
posts and other structures.

Step 10
Lay All Shockpads in a Brick Pattern

Shockpads should be laid in brick pattern to provide 
greater locking strength.

Compensate for Inherent Tile to Tile Variations
Compensate for the Shockpad Variance.
Tiles sizes may vary by up to plus or minus 10mm of 
tile length or width. This variance in size is due to:

• The elastic nature of rubber.

• Thermal expansion and contraction.

• Compression during shipping

The following techniques will minimise the effects of 
this shockpad to shockpad size variance:

• Shockpads should be installed in a runner bond 
(brick) pattern. This reduces the tile to tile seam 
length and thus reduces the visible variation 
(potential gaps) in tile sizes.

• In a worst case scenario lay out tiles in advance 
of the installation to ensure that each tile has 
an equal surface temperature to the adjacent 
tile. This will also reduce variance caused by tile 
compression during shipping.

• Push tiles together to compress them as 
necessary to ensure even and straight joint lines.

14. Decide position of first row of shockpads.

15. Continue laying rows of tiles across the entire 
surface area. Check for square at least every second 
row of tiles.
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Step 11
Install Cut Tiles at the Edges of the area, and / or 
at Posts and Play Equipment

Marking Tiles for Cutting
Install the shockpad in its desired position overlaying 
the perimetre of the installation. Where the shockpad 
passes the perimetre, mark with a suitable marking 
pen on both edges where it crosses. If the to-be-
cut tile needs a straight cut, mark from one side of 
the tile to the other using a straight edge between 
your original markings. If the cut is to be curved, 
take additional measurements at 200mm intervals 
along the perimetre until a curve can be accurately 
marked.

Cutting Shockpads
Cut shockpads using a sharp Stanley knife (or 
equivalent) or use a fine bladed circular saw.

Place tile on a flat, level and hard (and non-abrasive 
ie. wood surface). Score the area to be cut first. 
Then continue to slice over the scored area until 
the depth of the cut extends right through tile. To 
prevent unnecessary friction between the blade and 
the tile being cut, let the tile “hang” over the edge of 
the supporting surface.

a. Cut on Waste Side of Mark
A simple reminder; it’s easier to do 2 cuts than trying 
to “stretch” a piece that is too short.

b. Volume Cutting
Shockpads can be cut with a heavy-duty knife. 
However, in jobs that have a large quantity of 
multiple and/or repetitive cuts, use a circular saw. 
Preferably this Circular saw would have a fine 
blade to make finer cuts. Set circular blade slightly 
shallower than the depth of the shockpad to be cut. 
Cut the shockpad in a fast efficient manner to avoid 
heat build up on the blade. Shockpads can be cut at 
the installed position using this method.

c. Cutting around Poles
Shockpads can be marked appropriately with a 
repetitively used pole-size template. The shockpads 
can be torn using hands and fingers if preferred. 
Or, use any of the other cutting methods as above, 
which may be suitable.

 

 
 
 
 
 

16. Lay all centre tiles first, and then install the outer 
perimetre to-be-cut tiles. If the cut is to be curved, 
take additional measurements at 200mm invervals 
along the perimetre until a curve can be accurately 
marked.

17. Alternatively, if there is no designated perimetre, use 
a suitable flexible or straight edge to mark a curved or 
straight line for cutting.

18. Cut Shockpads using a circular saw.
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Step 12
Complete Final Shockpad Installation

Fill any gaps between shockpad tile sections with 
shockpad offcuts.

Step 13
Install Top Plātiles® In Brick Pattern

Top tiles should be laid in a brick pattern to provide 
greater locking strength.

Plātile® top surface tiles should be laid in a different 
direction to base shockpad tiles to ensure no joins 
ever meet.

Determine Starting Position
To determine the most advantageous position of 
the first continuous row of tiles, include all of the 

following considerations:

a. Ensure that the cut edges around the entire 
perimeter of the installation will be approximately 
equal in size.

b. The first-full-continuous-row of tiles should be 
laid parallel to the longest continuous perimeter 
length or where the highest walk on traffic is 
expected.

c. This first-continuous-row of tiles should also be 
the row immediately adjacent to the edge tiles. If 
the site is laid out so that no tiles actually need to 
be cut at the edge, then the first-continuous-row 
should actually be the edge row.

d. The first-continuous-row of tiles should be placed 
in the area that requires the least cutting around 
posts and other structures.

Step 14 
Cutting Tiles

Cutting Tiles
Cut tiles using a sharp Stanley knife (or equivalent). 
Tiles can be cut in place on the shockpad or on an 
appropriate surface, ie timber. Score the area to be 
cut first. Then continue to slice over the scored area 
until the depth of the cut extends right through tile.

a. Cut on Waste Side of Mark
A simple reminder; it’s easier to do 2 cuts than trying 
to “stretch” a piece that is too short.

b. Volume Cutting
In jobs which have a large volume of intricate cuts 
(Around poles and curved edges) use a reciprocating 
jigsaw with a rubber cutting blade – no teeth. 
These blades go blunt quickly however, they can be 
sharpened quickly by grinding the cutting edge with 
a fine grit angle grinder.

c. Cutting around poles
You need at least two full tiles installed up to and 
beside the pole to cut in the next tile. Use these 
full tiles to make measurements from the centre of 
the pole to the edge of the installed tiles at 90° to 

19. Fill all gaps with shockpad offcuts.

20. Continue laying rows of tiles across the entire surface 
area. Check for square at least every second row of tiles.
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the tiles. Mark both of these measurements on the 
to-be-cut-tile. Cut the to-be-cut tile inwards starting 
from the closest edge of the tile in and then around 
your pole mark. Trial fit before applying the adhesive 
to the joints. Apply adhesive around the pole once 
the tile is fitted. Use a knife with a round tip to 
smooth out the adhesive and to make good contact 
with both the tile and the pole.

Install All Centre Tiles First
Install all of the tiles throughout the entire installation 
firs. Then return and complete the areas that need 
cutting around the outer perimetre.

Marking Perimetre Tiles for Cutting
NOTE: Do not use adhesive until you are satisfied 
with the cut. Trial fit first.

Install the tile in its desired position overlaying the 
perimetre of the installation. Where the tile passes 
the perimetre, mark with a suitable marking pen on 
both edges where it crosses. If the to-be-cut tile 
needs a straight cut, mark from one side of the tile

to the other using a straight edge between your 
original markings. If the cut is to be curved, take 
further measurements at 200mm intervals along the 
perimetre until a curve can be accurately marked. 

Step 15
Install Platiles using 2 Part Adhesive

All Plātiles® specified with an AeroShockpad 
underlay are required to be fully adhered to the 
underlay using A1 Rubber’s™ specified 2 part 
polyurethane adhesive. When applying the adhesive 
ensure that the trowel technique used leaves an 
adhesive build on the underlay rather than being 
pushed into the opens sanctions of the underlay. 
This is best done by holding the trowel vertical to 
the underlay surface. Be sure to acknowledge the 
specified spread rate per kilogram of adhesive and 
monitor the usage as you apply it to ensure this rate 
is achieved.

21. Cut tiles using knife or reciprocating jigsaw.

22. If the cut is to be curved, take additional 
measurements at 200mm intervals along the 

perimetre until a curve can be accurately marked.

23. If there is no designated perimetre, use a 
suitable flexible or straight edge to mark a curved or 

straight line for cutting.
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It is best in most installations where there is a lot of 
cutting in to fully loose lay and cut-in all the Plātiles®, 
then lift an area and apply the adhesive and re-lay 
this area. The size of the area can be determined 
by the amount of adhesive/spread rate you intend 
to mix and apply at any one time. Alternatively on 
larger less technical open areas the adhesive can be 
applied and the Plātiles® laid and cut in as you go.

Once each area is laid into the wet adhesive it must 
then be rolled with a 50kg+ flooring roller to get 
the adhesive transfer to the back of the Plātile®. 
Depending on the temperature, the amount of 
rolling required will differ, so it is recommended that 
the corner of the Plātiles® are lifted to inspect the 
amount of transfer achieved. Continue rolling the 
surface until the adhesive has transferred 100% 
across the underside of the Plātiles®.

The elastic nature of the underlay (unlike a solid sub-
base) will allow the Plātiles® to expand when hot and 
contract when cold, so adhesive transfer and good 
bonding are a necessity to ensure a long term no 
gapping installation. Continue the laying, lifting and 
adhering process for all areas until the entire job is 
fully adhered. 

Step 16
Edging

Use adhesive to fill and adhere the surface to 
bordering walls, fences or existing tall edges.

Sub-bases can be ramped down (trenched) around 
the perimeter and the surface can be installed into 
them. The edge can then be back-filled with soil 
and new turf can be laid on top to make a seamless 
height transition to the surrounding earth surfaces. 
Refer to appendix five.

Step 17
Complete Final Installation Details

Remove any Adhesive Spills
a. “Smeared”Adhesive Spill
If a small amount of adhesive is spilled and then 

smeared into the surface during installation, this can 
be removed immediately by wiping the spot with a 
rag containing a small amount of solvent (thinners). 
Use proper handling procedures.

b. “Significant” Adhesive Spill
If a fairly substantial portion of adhesive is spilled 
onto the tile and this adhesive has seeped into the 
face of the tile, the tile will have to be replaced or 
used as a cut piece.

Fill Joints
If the above installation procedures are completed 
by an experienced and careful installer, gaps 
between tile joints and edges will be insignificant or 
non-existent. However, in the event that gaps are 
present at the completion of the installation and they 
substantially impair either the cosmetic appearance 
or safety of the system they should be filled with 
black polyurethane adhesive and neatly finished off.

Remove Excess Materials from Site
Rubber granules that accumulated during the 
installation should be swept up and removed from 
the site. Excess tiles and cut pieces should also be 
removed from the site.

Retain Tiles for Vandal Replacement
Plātile® Tiles properly installed are very vandal 
resistant. However, with determination the product 
may become vandalised. The excess tiles left over 
from the installation should be retained in order to 
allow for prompt repair of damaged surfaces.

Disclaimer

The installation instructions contained herein 
are given to the best of our knowledge. It is the 
installer’s obligation to check for any defects 
before any products are installed, claims will not be 
warranted for any visual defects after installation. 
A1 Rubber™ will not warrant any claim due to any 
actions whatsoever of the installer. In practice, the 
difference in materials, substrates and actual site 
conditions are such that no warranty in respect of 
merchantability or of fitness for a particular purpose, 
nor any liability arising out of any legal relationship 
whatsoever, can be inferred either from this 
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information, or from any written recommendations, 
or from any other advice offered. Therefore 
professional construction advice should be sought 
in areas that are not covered in this installation 
guide. A1 Rubber™ reserves the right to change 
the properties of its products. Application, use and 
interpretation of these instructions are beyond our 
control and thus full installation responsibility falls 
exclusively with the installer.

Appendix One
Initial Properties of the Plātile® Installation

Initial Appearance & Maintenance
Plātile® colours will behave like new carpet when 
initially installed. The solid colours will make the 
initial dust created by foot traffic, quite noticeable. 
However, with time, the tracking of dust will become 
less apparent.

Odours
The polyurethane used to provide the mechanical 
adhesion between the rubber tiles is 100% inert and 
odourless after it has fully cured. Full curing takes 
up to 24 hours however, depending on temperature 
and moisture it can take up to 48 hours.

Sealant
Some sites, particularly those around beaches or 
sand require a “sealed” tile surface. This prevents 
migration of sand particles into the tiles. A1 
Rubber™ recommends that installations in these 
areas be AeroCool coated. Plātile® tiles can be 
coated with AeroCool coatings at anytime. 

Appendix Two
Routine Maintenance

Like any surface, a good routine maintenance 
program will enhance the longevity and appearance 
of the Plātile® surface.

Plātile® porosity and texture result in a surface with 
properties that are very similar to regular carpet. 
Therefore maintenance on a carpet and on a Plātile® 
surface are virtually identical.

Sweeping

Sweeping the surface with a stiff bristle broom will 
be the most common method of keeping the Plātile® 
surface clean. However, because of the porosity and 
granular texture of the surface it is difficult to remove 
all contaminants by sweeping alone.

Vacuum
A vacuum used on Plātile® will remove dirt and 
debris from within the sanctions of the surface.

Water Hose
Use a water hose with a pressure spray tip to 
remove difficult contaminants from the sanctions 
of the surface. This is easiest method of cleaning 
however, interior installations may place restrictions 
on water usage.

Cleaning Agents
Household or commercial cleaners that contain 
both odour suppressants and disinfectants can 
be used on Plātiles®. Dilute this cleaning agent as 
recommended by the manufacturer. Apply to the 
surface using a mop or scrubbing device. This will 
remove most light stains. (Ensure no solvents are 
used on the surface). 

Appendix Three
Advanced Maintenance

Depending on frequency of use, Plātiles® will 
occasionally need a “deep clean” to remove detridal 
material and/or stains.

Steam Vacuum
A steam vacuum with or without cleaning agents 
is ideal for advanced cleaning and maintenance. 
Follow instructions.

Power Washing
In areas that can accommodate power washing, use 
a power washer (preferably greater then 2500 PSI) 
with a wand tip.

Surface Coatings
In high traffic areas (bottom of swings and slides) 
tiles may become worn over time. These tiles can be 
coated with AeroCool protective coatings to extend 
the life of the high use areas.
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Appendix Four
A1 Rubber™ Critical Fall Height Graph

Total Surface Thickness (mm)
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Disclaimer: Compliance with standards – A1 Rubber playground systems are guaranteed to be compliant with the current Australian Standards at the time 
of installation for the Critical Fall Height specified, subject to the surface being installed as per the installation guidelines and specifications. No allowance 
has been made for stated Critical Fall Height system thicknesses for ongoing compliance if the surface has been subjected to excessive impact use, natural 
outdoor degradation, damage, contamination, hardening of any displaceable substrates or significant wear of the product. Accordingly it is recommended 
that an allowance be made for the above factors when choosing the surface thickness. The intensity of the end use of the surface should be determined 
and an allowance made in the thickness to cover any degradation of the performance of the product over the life expectancy of installation.
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Ramping into Grass, Bark, or Sand

Sub Base Soil

Displaceable
Media(75mm)

Wetpour

Grass or Bark.

Shockpad

Extension

D
ep

th

Example Solid Edge

Sub Base Soil

Wetpour

Grass

Shockpad
Layer

Butting up to a Fixed Edge

Displaceable
Media(75mm)

Extension Depth
Grass 150mm 100mm
Bark 300mm 300mm
Sand 300mm 300mm

The above specifications are derived from periodic tests taken on actual product from the manufacturing process. The data shown 
above represents the average values and /or performance calculated from these tests. Some variances are possible due to the use of 

recycled raw materials and common manufacturing tolerances. All users of the product despite our application examples should test for 
suitability of purpose prior to application. All orders for this product are subject to our standard Terms and Conditions of Sale.

Appendix Five
Finishing and Ramping Edges

Plātile

Plātile


